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Abstract. The regions of interaction between solar 

wind streams of different speed, known as corotating 

interaction regions, form an almost constantly existing 

structure of the inner heliosphere. Using observational 

data on the main characteristics of the heliosphere, im-

portant for GCR modulation, and the results of 3D 

MHD modeling of corotating interaction regions, and 

Monte Carlo simulation of recurrent GCR variations, we 

analyze the importance of the corotating interaction 

regions for longitude-averaged characteristics of the 

heliosphere and GCR propagation, and possible ways 

for simulating long-term GCR intensity variations with 

respect to the corotating interaction regions. 

Keywords: heliosphere, corotating interaction regions, 

galactic cosmic rays, GCR modulation, long-term GCR 

variations, 27-day GCR intensity variation, MHD approx-

imation, Monte Carlo method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Solar wind (SW) corotating interaction regions (CIRs) 

are regions of the inner heliosphere at low and middle lati-

tudes, which result from the interaction between SW 

streams of different speed with spatial redistribution of 

matter and heliospheric magnetic field (HMF) [Belcher, 

Davis, 1971; Simpson, 1998; Richardson, 2018]. CIRs 

rotate with the Sun and near Earth manifest themselves as 

so-called recurrent variations in heliospheric characteristics 

and galactic cosmic ray (GCR) intensity with periods close 

to the period of solar rotation (T


≈27 days). Since the mid-

1970s, when the concept of global heliospheric current 

sheet (HCS), curved due to the longitude asymmetry of 

coronal holes, was formulated, the formation of CIRs has 

been associated with an increase in the SW velocity with 

distance from HCS [Schulz, 1973; Hundhausen, 1972; 

Wang, Sheeley, 1990]. A lot of works have been devoted 

to the formation and analysis of recurrent variations, for 

example, [Pizzo, Gosling, 1994; Gosling, Pizzo, 1999; 
Kóta, Jokipii, 1991, 1998; Modzelewska, Alania, 2012; 
Modzelewska et al., 2020]. Modern models of CIR calcu-
lation are overviewed and analyzed, for example, in [Riley 
et al., 2012], and the problems of simulating interplanetary 
mass ejections, which largely overlap those of simulating 
CIRs, are addressed in [Mays et al., 2015]. We are particu-
larly interested in recent comprehensive numerical studies 
on the heliosphere and GCRs during specific solar rotation 
periods [Wiengarten et al., 2014; Kopp et al., 2017; Guo, 
Florinski, 2014, 2016; Shen at al., 2018; Luo et al., 2020]. 

By a comprehensive study is meant: 
1) detailed numerical analysis of characteristics in 

a layer between the photosphere (r=r


), where the 
magnetic field distribution is known from observa-
tions, and possibly some other characteristics, and the 
base of the heliosphere (r=rin=0.1÷0.2 AU≈(20÷40)r


) 

to determine the internal boundary conditions in the 
heliosphere (see [Odstrcil, 2003]); 
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2) numerical calculation of the characteristics (SW 

velocity V, density ρ, temperature T, HMF, and their 

associated pressure P) in the magnetohydrodynamic 

(MHD) approximation to an outer boundary MHD

outr  

[Wiengarten et al., 2014; Shen at al., 2018]; 

3) further development of the heliosphere model 

from MHD

outr  to its outer boundary rout≈120 AU from 

some simple models (for example, the constant SW ve-

locity as a function of r and the Parker HMF model) and 

calculation of the GCR intensity in the composite model 

of the heliosphere rin≤r≤rout. The heliospheric character-

istics and the GCR intensity were calculated in 3D ge-

ometry (r, , φ in the heliocentric equatorial spherical 

coordinate system), with the characteristics determined 

by finite difference methods, and the GCR intensity in 

[Kopp et al., 2017; Guo, Florinski, 2014, 2016; Luo et 

al. al., 2020] was calculated by the Monte Carlo (MC) 

method.  

Comprehensive studies on the heliosphere and 

GCRs with the full-blown first stage (determination 

of internal boundary conditions) based on scanning of 

solar magnetic fields on the solar photosphere and 

numerical reconstruction of the distribution of de-

sired characteristics (first of all, the SW velocity and 

the magnetic field) at the base of the heliosphere 

[Wiengarten et al., 2014; Shen at al., 2018] are here-

inafter called real. In addition to the real studies, of 

particular interest are those dealing with internal 

boundary conditions [Guo, Florinski, 2014, 2016]: a 

simple shape of HCS — usually a great circle tilted 

to the equator at an angle αt (the model of tilted HCS 

[Kóta, Jokipii, 1983]), and a dependence of the SW 

velocity on the angular distance from HCS are speci-

fied. Such studies with a small number of parameters 

that allow us to discern the basic laws of the for-

mation and evolution of CIRs and GCR intensity in 

the heliosphere are further referred to as simplified. 

Note that such a simplified approach to specifying 

heliospheric characteristics, such as the HCS shape, 

is often used to study GCR variations, as pioneered 

by [Kóta, Jokipii, 1983]. 

As mentioned above, the main task of the final stage 

of these comprehensive works was to study recurrent 

GCR intensity variations arising from the longitudinal 

asymmetry in solar and heliospheric factors. Nonethe-

less, in addition to the significant longitudinal inhomo-

geneity, CIRs can also greatly affect longitude-averaged 

characteristics of the heliosphere and hence long-term 

GCR intensity variations (with a characteristic time 

τT


). Our paper tests the assumption about CIR effect 

on the mean characteristics of the heliosphere and ana-

lyzes how to take this effect into account when describ-

ing the long-term GCR intensity variations. 

Section 1 illustrates the basic concepts of CIR for-

mation and 27-day variations in heliospheric character-

istics and GCR intensity. Section 2 examines the behav-

ior of longitude-averaged heliospheric characteristics, 

which we consider as indirect evidence of the CIR ef-

fect on them. Section 3 explores the direct impact of 

SW streams of different speed with formation of CIRs 

and recurrent variations in heliospheric characteristics, 

using MHD simulation data. Section 4 discusses 3D and 

2D transport equations describing CR propagation in the 

heliosphere, relationships between them, and methods 

of calculating recurrent and long-term GCR intensity 

variations. The main heliospheric factors important for 

the formation of these variations are isolated. Section 5 

analyzes ways to simulate long-term GCR intensity var-

iations with respect to CIRs. Section 6 contains discus-

sion and conclusions. 
 

1. CIR FORMATION 

AND 27-DAY VARIATIONS 

IN HELIOSPHERIC 

CHARACTERISTICS AND GCRs 

The simplest and most widespread Parker HMF 

model [Parker, 1958a]: 
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where B0 is the radial HMF component at a distance rin; 

is the angular velocity of solar rotation, suggests a 

purely kinematic formation of HMF without any inter-

action between adjacent SW streams. 

If the SW velocity at the base of the heliosphere did 

not depend on longitude φ, as is assumed when con-

structing three HMF lines, shown in blue in Figure 1 

(for Vr=300 km/s), no corotating interaction regions 

would arise. However, if at the base of one of these field 

lines (φ=60°) the SW velocity is minimal such that at 

longitudes close to it (more easterly φ=50° and more 

westerly φ=70°) Vr=320 km/s, the corresponding Parker 

HMF lines are less twisted in a spiral (rubricated in Fig-

ure 1). With distance from the Sun, the western red field 

line is seen to increasingly diverge from the blue one, 

which indicates a region of HMF weakening. The east-

ern red field line becomes closer to the original one, 

which implies that the medium compresses and HMF 

strengthens, and at a distance r≈2.5 AU the red and blue 

HMF lines intersect. This means that already at distanc-

es much shorter than 2.5 AU the kinematic model stops 

working and HMF should be simulated in the MHD 

approximation. The calculations in the MHD approxi-

mation for SW and HMF characteristics demonstrate 

that CIRs are formed with an interface and standing 

shock waves; they have been described in many works 

(e.g., [Pizzo, Gosling, 1994]). 

Note that the presence of the longitude SW velocity 

gradient at the base of the heliosphere leads to the for-

mation of not only regions of enhanced HMF with all 

their features, which are often called corotating interac-

tion regions, but also regions of rarefied plasma and 

weakened HMF. As shown below, these two groups of 

regions with distance from the Sun evolve in a certain 

way and both are very important for GCR propagation.  
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Figure 1. Configuration of Parker HMF lines, which gives 

rise to corotating interaction regions of SW streams of differ-

ent speed. Blue curves are three HMF lines corresponding to 

Parker model (1) and coming from the inner boundary of the 

heliosphere (r=rin=0.1 AU, solid circle) from different helioe-

quator longitudes at the same SW speed (Vr=300 km/s). Red 

curves are field lines according to the Parker model, originat-

ing at a higher SW speed (Vr=320 km/s) from the vicinity of 

one of the blue lines. Dashed circles and numbers near them 

indicate the radial distance in AU 
 

Therefore, not to introduce additional terms, we will refer 

to the combination of regions of both HMF strengthening 

and weakening as corotating interaction regions of SW 

streams of different speed. 

As already noted in Introduction, the minimum 

speed values at the base of the corona are observed in 

global HCS. The shape of HCS is estimated based on 

the results of daily scanning of the Sun’s magnetic field 

[http://wso.stanford.edu] and usually features the so-

called quasi-tilt αqt, equal to half of the range of lati-

tudes the HCS occupies, and a magnetic equator latitude 

λme — the middle of this latitude range. Note that this 

range of heliolatitudes is often called the zone of the 

HMF sector structure since there are several longitude 

sectors of different HMF polarity (antisun-

ward/sunward). 

When observed from Earth orbit, the SW and HMF 

characteristics, including density ρ, temperature T, and 

total pressure P, as well as their driven GCR intensity 

J, exhibit, along with sporadic and long-term varia-

tions, recurrent or 27-day variations. Note, however, 

that, strictly speaking, the use of this term is valid only 

if the distribution of these characteristics is stationary 

at the base of the heliosphere in a coordinate system 

rotating with the Sun. In the following sections, we 

discuss the results of simulation of CIRs and recurrent 

variations. Therefore, in Figure 2 displaying sporadic, 

27-day, and long-term GCR intensity variations, as 

well as the quasi-tilt αqt for 2004–2009 and 2015–

2020, brackets on panels a and b indicate when the 

stationary approximation is, at least approximately, 

valid, anyway for the GCR intensity and the degree of 

HCS waviness as the most important for the formation 

of the CIR structure. It can be seen that in the first ap-

proximation the quasistationarity of the situation is 

fulfilled in 2007.5–2008.5 and in 2018. In 2016, as well 

as in 2014–2015 [Krainev et al., 2017], when the ampli-

tude of the 27-day variation in the high-energy GCR in-

tensity is significantly higher, as inferred from the behav-

ior of the averaged characteristics, the situation at the 

base of the heliosphere is far from stationary. 
Notice that both strictly recurrent and long-term 

GCR intensity variations during low sunspot activity 
are quasistationary, determined by a slow change in 
the characteristics of the Sun. 

 
2. INDIRECT EVIDENCE 

OF CIR EFFECTS  

ON MEAN HELIOSPHERE 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Some conclusions about the CIR effect not only on 

the longitude asymmetry, but also on the longitude-

averaged HMF characteristics can be drawn from data 

from the spacecraft (SC) scanning significant helio-

sphere regions, and by comparing the results with those 

expected by the Parker HMF model, which, in our opin-

ion, is valid in the absence of CIRs. 

As can be seen from the Voyager 1 and 2 trajectories 

shown in Figure 3, a, both spacecraft are almost con-

stantly in the zone of the HMF sector structure, where 

SW streams of different speed generally interact with 

each other, at least in the inner heliosphere. Figure 3, b, 

c shows respectively radial dependences of the regular 

HMF radial component modulus |Br| according to Voy-

ager 1 and 2 data, as well as approximation of their 

power-law dependence on radial distance, .rB r  

For both spacecraft, the power-law dependence γ in the 

entire range of distances (γV1=1.196 0.005; γV2=0.922 

0.006) and in the inner heliosphere (γV1=1.41 0.02; 

γV2=1.29 0.02) is much lower than γ=2 corresponding 

to Parker model (1a). Note that the approximation 

rB r  to r=10 AU is considered separately because 

at these distances the accuracy of measurement of Br is 

quite high [Burlaga et al., 2002]. The difference be-

tween the observed HMF and the Parker model in the 

inner heliosphere has also been reported in other works 

[Khabarova, Obridko, 2012; Svirzhevsky et al., 2021]. 

This is consistent with our assumption about the CIR 

effect on the large-scale heliosphere characteristics 

since one of the results of the interaction between SW 

streams of different speed should be the transfer of en-

ergy from a more energetic solar wind to HMF and a 

slower decrease in the latter with distance. 

However, probably the best way to demonstrate the 

CIR effect on the deviation of observed HMF from the 

Parker one is to compare measurements along the trajec-

tory of the Ulysses spacecraft inside and outside the 

zone of the HMF sector structure [Smith, 2011]. 
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Figure 2. Variations in the GCR intensity and the degree of HCS waviness during periods of sunspot growth and minimum: 

daily average count rate of the neutron monitor Moscow (red curves) and that smoothed with a period of 27 days (blue curves) 

normalized to 100 % during maximum intensity in 2004–2009 and 2015–2020 respectively [http://cr0.izmiran.ru/mosc/main.htm] 

( a, с); b, d are αqt values [http://wso.stanford.edu, a variant of the classic model] for each Carrington rotation (red curves) and 

their values smoothed with a period of 1 year (blue curves) for the two periods. Brackets on panels a and c indicate quasistation-

arity periods 

 

As Figure 4 suggests, in the region encompassed by 

latitudinal boundaries of this zone, due to the rapid 

variability of the SW velocity in longitude, the mean 

SW velocity and the HMF components vary greatly 

with time. In this case, observed Bφ is in poor agree-

ment with the value of this component in the Parker 

model by (1), calculated from the observed values of 

Br and Vr. As soon as SC leaves the zone of the HMF 

sector structure, the SW velocity increases rapidly, 

the radial HMF component, normalized to the field 

value at r=1 AU, takes the sign of high-latitude solar 

fields in the corresponding hemisphere, its value 

weakly depends on latitude, and the correspondence 

between observed B and this component, calculated 

from the observed values of Br and Vr by Parker mod-

el (1), significantly improves.  

Two bottom panels in Figure 4 show the time varia-

tion in characteristics of the frequency spectrum of 

HMF inhomogeneities HMF
0( ) ,P f P f


  which is aver-

aged for each solar rotation. Both the spectrum power 

P0 at a fixed frequency and the spectral index HMF are 

significantly different in the zone of the sector structure 

and outside it, and may depend on heliocentric distance. 

 

3. DESCRIPTION OF RECURRENT 

VARIATIONS IN CIR DRIVEN 

HELIOSPHERIC  

CHARACTERISTICS 

As mentioned above, for the validity of the Parker 

HMF model, which suggests a purely kinematic for-

mation of HMF by the solar wind, a uniform SW veloci-

ty as a function of longitude is required. If this condition 

is violated, which is common practice in the vicinity of 

curved HCS at the base of the heliosphere, the reverse 

effect of magnetic and thermal pressures on the velocity 

field becomes noticeable and a system of MHD equa-

tions has to be solved to define the heliospheric charac-

teristics. In [Wiengarten et al., 2014; Shen at al., 2018; 

Luo et al., 2020], to determine the field distribution of 

the SW velocity V and HMF B, the authors searched for 

a steady-state solution of the nonstationary system of 

equations with constant boundary conditions. System (2), 

in addition to the equations for V and B, includes 

0,
t


  


V  (2а) 

2

0 0

S

2

ρ
2μ μ

ρ
,

B
P

GM

rr

t
    

   

   
     

BB
I VV

r
V f

V

 (2b) 

  0,
t


    



B
VB BV  (2c) 

 1 ,
P

P
t


       


V V  (2d) 

for the SW density and pressure P, as well as the 
gravity constant G, the solar mass MS, and the poly-

tropic index of the equation of state. System of equa-
tions (2) was solved in a spherical coordinate system 

http://cr0.izmiran.ru/mosc/main.htm
http://wso.stanford.edu/
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Figure 3. Large-scale heliosphere characteristics as ob-

served by Voyager 1 and 2 [http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov]: 

trajectories (solar latitude (solid lines), radial distance 

(dashed lines)) of Voyager 1 (red lines) and Voyager 2 (blue 

lines) in 1977–2022 (a). Black lines are the northern and 

southern boundaries of the zone of the HMF sector structure; 

the absolute radial HMF component, smoothed with a period 

of 27 days, as a function of radial distance for Voyager 1 

(red lines) and 2 (blue lines) respectively (b, c). Dashed 

black lines indicate approximation of radial dependences by 

a power-law function for the entire range of distances to a 

shock wave; dotted lines, to r=10 AU 

 
rotating with the Sun, so the force f contains a nonin-

ertial component [Luo et al., 2020]. Below, to demon-

strate the importance of the CIR effect on V and B, we 

present the results of calculation of these characteristics 

for Carrington rotation (CR) 2066 of the Sun, January–

February 2008 [Luo et al., 2020], when recurrent varia-

tions in these characteristics and GCR intensity were 

fairly significant, and the situation on the Sun was qua-

sistationary (see Figure 2 and its discussion). Note that 

in this paper we use the MHD simulation results only 

for the SW velocity and HMF vectors on a rather rare 

sample from the original mesh in which the simulation 

was carried out. 
Figure 5 compares the distribution of the radial SW 

velocity and HMF components at the initial level 

rin=0.19 AU and at the level 
MHD

out 28.44 AU,r   to 

which the calculations were made. It can be seen that at 
the initial distribution level (Figure 5, a, b), both Vr and 
Br are located relative to HCS with αqt=28.1° and λme=–
8.5°. The SW velocity in HCS is low (Vr=302±6 km/s, 
where the second value is the root-mean-square width of 
the distribution) and increases rapidly with distance 

from it. The longitude derivative / ,rV   which can 

be found from the longitude distance between isolines, 
is the most important parameter for the formation of 
CIRs. Let us point to its high values near the sections of 
HCS with a rapid change in its latitude. Finally, note the 

 

Figure 4. Regular HMF and its fluctuations along the 

Ulysses trajectory [http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov]: Ulysses 

trajectories (the red curve is a heliolatitude, the blue curve is a 

radial distance), as well as the northern and southern bounda-

ries of the HMF sector structure zone (black curves) in 1990–

2009 (a); SW velocity (b); regular HMF’s radial and longitude 

components, smoothed with a period of 27 days, along the 

Ulysses trajectory (c, d). The black curve (d) is the longitude 

HMF component according to Parker model (1b) with SW 

velocity and radial HMF component shown in panels b, c. 

Panels e, f are characteristics (power P0 and spectral index 

γHMF) of the spectrum of HMF inhomogeneities along the 

Ulysses trajectory. Blue curves are characteristics of the spec-

trum of HMF inhomogeneities parallel to the mean HMF vec-

tor; thinner red curves are those perpendicular to it 

 

approximate constancy of |Br| on the sphere of the ini-

tial level: |Br|=808 nT. In comparison with the initial 

level at the outer boundary of the domain of calculation 

in the MHD approximation (see Figure 5, c, d), the lon-

gitude distribution of Vr becomes more homogeneous. 

HCS varies greatly both in the degree of waviness 

(αqt=4.4°) and in the mean position (λme=10.7°). The 

distribution of Br over the outer sphere is very inhomo-

geneous (|Br|=0.003 0.002 nT). 

In order to emphasize more strongly that just the 

SW velocity dependence on longitude affects the 

HMF distribution, we form a relative difference be-

tween the strength calculated in the MHD approxima-

tion B
MHD

 and the longitude-averaged strength of 

Parker  Par , ,B r   calculated by Equations (1), in 

which B0 corresponds to the distribution of Br at the 

initial level rin, and the SW velocity is equal to longi-

tude-averaged Vr at the initial level: 

 

    
 

MHD

Par

MHD Par

Par

, ,

, , ,
100 %.

,

r

B r B r

B r

   

   
 



 (3) 

http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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Figure 5. Longitude and latitude distribution of radial components of SW velocity (a, c) and regular HMF (b, d) at the 

initial (r=0.19 AU; panels a, b) and final (r=28.44 AU; panels c, d) levels of MHD calculations [Luo et al., 2020]. Distri-

bution of HMF at the final level is normalized to the distribution at the initial level by multiplying Br by  MHD

out in

2
/ .r r  

Black dashed lines mark the HMF position 

 
The top panel in Figure 6 shows the distribution of 

 MHD

Par ,    over the sphere r=0.94 AU, closest to 

Earth. The regions where the HMF strength significant-
ly (in some regions, more than hundreds of times) ex-

ceeds the Parker one Par ,B  are seen to locate to the left 

(to the east) of HCS in those its parts where there is a 
strong decrease in speed as HCS is approached; and to 
the right (to the west) of HCS are regions of relative 
weakening of HMF. On the following two panels, the 
heliolatitude dependence of the SW velocity and HMF 
strength calculated in the MHD approximation and de-
termined along the projection of the Earth trajectory on 
the sphere r=0.94 AU is compared with daily average 
values of these characteristics, using near-Earth obser-
vations. There is a significant variation in both calculat-
ed characteristics. At the same time, the HMF strength 
is described by the calculations quite well (except for the 
peak at φ=150°–180°), whereas the SW velocity variation 
is in much poor agreement with the calculated one. 

The discrepancy between the observations and the cal-
culation results might to some extent be due to different 
radial distances (for observations r=1 AU, for calculations 
r=0.94 AU). 

 

4. DESCRIPTION OF GCR 

 INTENSITY VARIATIONS 

If, as in the study of recurrent variations, we are inter-
ested in the GCR intensity distribution  

 

Figure 6. Results of MHD calculation of heliospheric 

characteristics at r=0.94 AU along the Earth orbit [Luo et al., 

2020]: a is longitude and latitude distribution of relative dif-

ference 
MHD

Par (3) between the HMF strength, calculated in the 

MHD approximation, and the Parker HMF strength without 

CIRs. The HCS position is marked with the white dashed line. 

The black dashed curve indicates Earth’s trajectory; b, c are 

the radial SW velocity component and the HMF strength re-

spectively. Black lines are the values calculated by Luo et al. 

[2020]; red broken lines, the daily average values measured at 

the Earth orbit [http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov] 

http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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   2, , , ,J T t p p tr rU  in the heliosphere as a func-

tion of all three spatial coordinates (r, θ, φ), it is de-

scribed by a 3D equation [Parker, 1958b, 1965; Krym-

sky, 1964; Jokipii et al., 1977] in the stationary case in a 

coordinate system rotating with the Sun 

S D( ) ( ) 0
3 ln p

 
      



V
V VK

U
U U  (4) 

for the distribution function  , prU of particles with 

momentum p and kinetic energy T at the point (r, θ, φ). 

The tensor 
S

K describes the particle diffusion, V and VD 

are SW and particle drift velocities in inhomogeneous 

HMF. If, as in the study of long-term variations, we are 

interested in the distribution of the longitude-averaged 

intensity    , , , , , ,J r T J r T


     by presenting the 

unknown function and coefficients of Equation (4) as the 

sum of an axisymmetric part and a three-dimensional 

additive: 

,U uU =
S

, K kK , V V v
D d d

, V V v  we 

can obtain a 2D equation for U (r, θ, p): 

   d

0
3 ln

U U

U
Q

p

      

  
  



K V V

V  (5) 

with a source term  

  d

.
3 ln

Q k и и и

и

p


       

 




v v

v  (6) 

By adding the corresponding boundary conditions to 

transport equations (4) and (5), we obtain differential 

boundary value problems.  

To calculate GCR recurrent variations, knowing vari-

ations in heliospheric characteristics, we have to solve 

Equation (4). In this case, the boundary value problem 

with differential transport equation (4) can be solved nu-

merically either via a finite difference method, by replac-

ing differential operators with difference operators and 

using, for example, a fractional step method [Yanenko, 

1967], or via a Monte Carlo method, by moving from 

partial differential transport equations to systems of sto-

chastic differential equations for each pseudo-particle 

coordinate [Zhang, 1999a, b]. Each of these ways of nu-

merical solution of the boundary value problem with 

transport equation (4) has its advantages and disad-

vantages. The Monte Carlo method can much easier find 

the GCR intensity for the problems with rapidly changing 

transport equation coefficients in space, as well as for 

nonstationary problems. Nonetheless, in one run (with a 

lot of pseudoparticles emitted), the intensity characteris-

tics only for particles of the same energy at one point of 

the heliosphere can be identified. Finite difference meth-

ods make it possible to obtain information for all particle 

energies in the entire heliosphere in one run. However, 

problems with a large spatial variation in coefficients 

require a very dense coordinate grid, i.e. large amounts of 

data to be stored, etc. 

The long-term GCR variations can be calculated ei-

ther by solving Equation (4), followed by averaging the 

solution over longitude, or by solving Equation (5). 

Nonetheless, in the latter case, we have to either neglect 

source term Q (6), which can often be unreasonable, or 

estimate Q without solving Equation (5). Note that ear-

lier in [Kalinin, Krainev, 2014] we proposed an expres-

sion for Q for the simplest variant when the HMF polar-

ity is the only longitude-dependent characteristic. Kali-

nin et al. [2021] have tested this expression by solving a 

3D problem and have shown that it is insufficient, yet at 

the same time they have demonstrated (at least for parti-

cles with T=1 GeV) that the source term is smaller than 

the drift term in (5). 

Thus, the main heliospheric factors important for the 
formation of recurrent GCR intensity variations include 
the main characteristics depending on all the three spa-
tial coordinates: SW velocity, regular HMF and spec-
trum of its fluctuations, which determines the diffusion 
tensor, as well as the characteristics derived from the 
main ones — particle magnetic drift velocity  

D 2
,

3

pv

q B
 

 
  

B
V  (7) 

where v and q are the particle velocity and charge re-
spectively; B is the regular HMF vector. To describe the 
long-term GCR intensity variations in 2D geometry, we 
have to know the longitude-averaged coefficients of 
Equation (4), as well as to estimate source term (6). 

 

5. METHODS OF SIMULATING 

LONG-TERM GCR INTENSITY 

VARIATIONS WITH RESPECT  

TO CIRs 

The CIR effect on the heliospheric characteristics 
important for GCR propagation is evidenced both by 
measurement data and by MHD calculations. The 
heliosphere structure (the latitudinal zone with waved 
HCS), which gives rise to CIRs, exists almost con-
stantly (except for short periods of HMF inversion, 
when global HCS is violated, i.e. it does not continu-
ously connect all longitudes [Krainev, 2019]). That is 
why, the corotating interaction regions and the HMF 
rarefaction regions surrounding them should be in-
cluded in the models used to describe not only recur-
rent, but also long-term GCR intensity variations, and 
preferably explicitly. 

Left panels in Figure 7 display the longitude depend-

ence of Vr, B obtained from the MHD simulation and the 

600 MeV proton intensity J calculated by the Monte Car-

lo method on a sphere r=0.94 AU along the equator. In 

the first approximation, we can see that the GCR intensity 

peaks coincide with the depressions in the longitude de-

pendence of Vr and B, as well as the intensity depressions 

coincide with the SW velocity peaks. The longitude pro-

files of Vr, B, and J are compared in more detail in [Luo 

et al., 2020]. Comparing the results of intensity calculations 

with PAMELA spacecraft observations [Modzelewska et 

al., 2020] reveals two features: 1) the average level of the 

observed intensity is slightly higher than the calculated 
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Figure 7. Longitude dependence of calculated heliospheric characteristics and GCR intensity and calculated energetic proton 

spectrum for CR 2066. On the left are the results of the calculation of heliospheric characteristics and GCR intensity on the 

sphere r=0.94 AU: panels a, b show the radial SW velocity component and the HMF strength along the equator respectively. 

Panel c is the GCR intensity with an energy of 600 MeV. The blue line is the values calculated in [Luo et al., 2020]; red dia-

monds with errors are the daily average values of this intensity measured by the PAMELA spacecraft [Modzelewska et al., 

2020]. Horizontal lines of the corresponding color are the intensity values averaged over longitude. Panel d: the blue line is the 

kinetic spectrum of protons for CR 2066, calculated in [Luo et al., 2020]. The green curve shows the unmodulated proton spec-

trum used in the calculation; black icons with a bar (measurement error) are the spectrum as observed by the PAMELA space-

craft [Adriani et al., 2013]. The red dot with a bar (due to the intensity variation with longitude) is the latitude-averaged calculat-

ed intensity of protons with T=600 MeV 

 

one (horizontal dashed lines of the corresponding color) 

and 2) the observed intensity variation is more than three 

times lower than the calculated one. For example, in the 

longitude range 240°–280° the variation (amplitude) in 

the calculated intensity ≈50 % of the average per rotation, 

with a maximum amplitude in observations ≈12 % of the 

average intensity (in the longitude range 180°–200°). 

It appears likely that the discrepancy between the 

observations and the calculations of the GCR intensi-

ty is to some extent due to both the different radial 

distance (for observations r=1 AU, for calculations 

r=0.94 AU) and the different projection on the sphere 

(along the Earth orbit for observations, along the 

equator for calculations). 

The most direct way to simulate the long-term GCR 

intensity variation is to use the scheme adopted for sim-

ulating recurrent variations when 1) the heliospheric 

characteristics are calculated for the ith Carrington rota-

tion (with the mean time ti) in the MHD approximation; 

2) the GCR intensity Ji(r, , φ, T) is determined by solv-

ing transport 3D equations with coefficients found from 

the results of this 3D MHD calculation. It is natural to 

determine the intensity characterizing the long-term 

GCR intensity variations by averaging Ji(r, , φ, T) over 

longitude,    , , , , , , .i iJ r T t J r T


     

The proton energy spectrum for CR 2066, shown by 

the blue line in Figure 7, d, was obtained by the Monte 

Carlo method in [Luo et al., 2020] and lies approximately 

at the upper boundary of the spectrum as observed by the 

PAMELA spacecraft. Yet, for each energy, it was ob-

tained not by averaging over the longitude of the intensity 

calculated along Earth’s trajectory, but is equal to the 

intensity at longitude φ=0° at the equator. In this figure is 

also a longitude-averaged calculated intensity of protons 

with T=600 MeV (icon with a bar, determined by the 

intensity variation with longitude), whose longitude de-

pendence is shown in panel c. It can be seen that, at least 

for protons with this energy, the longitude-averaged cal-

culated intensity subject to errors is also consistent with 

observations. 

Nowadays, the long-term GCR intensity variations 

are well described by 3D models developed at North-

West University (NWU, Potchefstroom, South Africa, 

see, e.g., [Potgieter, Vos, 2017; Aslam et al., 2019; Ngo-

beni et al., 2020, 2022]). Nevertheless, the only longitude-

dependent characteristic is considered the direction (sun-

ward/antisunward) of regular HMF, and describing the 

proton spectrum in a period requires taking into account 

not only the changes in the observed factors — the HCS 

quasi-tilt αqt on the source surface, HMF strength B near 

the Earth orbit, and the general HMF polarity A (the sign 

Br in the northern unipolar “hemisphere” of the helio-

sphere) — but also a set of descriptive factors (free pa-
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rameters). Thus, the NWU 3D models include CIR ef-

fects not explicitly, but through the selection of free fac-

tors. At the same time, the NWU packets allow us to nu-

merically solve modulation equations with coefficients 

that fully depend on all the three coordinates, and they 

can be used to tackle the problems with CIR effects in an 

explicit form. 

As for the description of the long-term GCR varia-

tions with emulation of CIR effects in 2D models, the 

first such attempt was made in the LPI model [Kalinin 

et al., 2015]. By the term emulation used in articles in 

English is meant reproduction of not all, but the main or 

important properties of a phenomenon during simula-

tion. It has been observed [Svirzhevskaya et al., 2001] 

that some features (sharp jumps) characteristic of time 

changes in the HCS quasi-tilt αqt are manifested in the 

GCR intensity at both HMF polarities. This fact led to 

the conclusion that the diffusion characteristics may 

depend on αqt due to the presence of CIRs in the zone of 

the HMF sector structure. Svirzhevsky et al. [2015], 

when analyzing HMF inhomogeneities along the trajec-

tory of the Ulysses spacecraft, have found a difference 

in the spectral index inside (HMF≈1.2) and outside 

(HMF≈0.8) the zone of the HMF sector structure (in ac-

cordance with the behavior of this characteristic demon-

strated in the bottom panel of Figure 4, d). Finally, in 

the model [Kalinin et al., 2015], a different dependence 

of the diffusion coefficient on rigidity, 

( ,RK R


R HMF2    ) in the zone of the sector 

structure and outside it was used to emulate this CIR effect. 

The authors, however, ignored the significant radial de-

pendence of CIR effects obtained from MHD simulation 

data (see below). In addition, in the model [Kalinin et al., 

2015], when solving Equation (5), an estimate of the 

source term Q was used, which, as shown in [Kalinin et al., 

2021], does not fit well enough the exact source term cal-

culated by solving the 3D equation. 

Since in the NWU or LPI models the diffusion co-

efficients are axisymmetric and their spatial distribu-

tion is determined by the longitude-averaged HMF 

strength, it is interesting to study the radial-latitudinal 

distribution of difference 
MHD

Par (3), introduced in the 

previous section, between the HMF strength, calculat-

ed in the MHD approximation, and the longitude-

averaged Parker HMF strength without CIR effects. 

Note the qualitative features of this distribution illus-

trated in Figure 8. In the radial direction, the MHD simula-

tion domain is divided into a near-solar region (r<3–5 

AU), where the HMF strength is greater than that in the 

absence of CIR, and an outer region 

(   MHD

out3÷ 5 AU 28.4 AUr r   ) with a relative weak-

ening of the field at low and high latitudes with some 

strengthening in narrow ranges of midlatitudes. The posi-

tion of these latitudinal zones in the outer region in the first 

approximation is seen to correlate with the latitudinal HCS 

boundaries and is symmetrical about the magnetic equator 

at the base of the heliosphere. The radial distribution in this 

outer region indicates the possibility of extending the same 

ratio to the heliosphere external to the MHD simulation 

domain 
MHD

out out .r r r   

 

Figure 8. Radial-latitudinal distribution of longitude-

averaged relative difference 
MHD

Par  (3) between the HMF 

strength, calculated in the MHD approximation [Luo et al., 

2020], and the Parker HMF assuming the absence of interac-

tion between SW streams of different speed. Horizontal 

dashed lines are the latitudinal HCS boundaries and the mag-

netic equator at the base of the heliosphere 

 

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

It follows from the results of Section 2 that data from 

the spacecraft that scanned large areas of the heliosphere 

suggests (albeit indirectly) a strong CIR effect on the char-

acteristics of both the SW velocity field and regular HMF 

and its fluctuations. It is important for simulation of GCR 

variations that due to the interaction between SW streams 

of different speed, the applicability of the frequently used 

Parker HMF model is questionable, at least in the zone of 

the HMF sector structure in the inner heliosphere (r<10 

AU). Moreover, it is significant that the characteristics of 

the spectrum of HMF inhomogeneities, which determine 

the diffusion coefficients of cosmic rays, differ greatly in 

the zone of the sector structure and outside it and may 

change with distance.  

The MHD calculation results given in Section 3 

also indicate a significant change with distance in the 

distribution of the characteristics of both the SW ve-

locity and HMF, including the shape of the helio-

spheric current sheet. An important consequence for 

simulating GCRs is the distribution of the absolute 

radial HMF component, which varies greatly with 

distance from the Sun. If this value is constant within 

10 % near the Sun, by r≈10 AU its spread relative to 

the mean is already ~70 % and then changes slightly 

to the outer boundary of MHD simulation. This fact 

casts doubt on the assumption, often applied to GCR 

simulation, that measuring the radial HMF compo-

nent in the Earth orbit makes it possible to extend it 

to all latitudes; and using the Parker HMF model, to 

the entire heliosphere. These strong changes in the 

large-scale characteristics of the heliosphere, crucial 

for the long-term GCR variations, are associated with 

the formation and evolution of CIRs. 
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The idea emerges that the best approach to simulat-

ing the longitude-averaged GCR intensity in order to 

describe its long-term variations, which explicitly con-

siders CIRs effects, is the most direct — to use the 

scheme adopted for simulating recurrent variations, and 

then to average the calculation results over longitude. 

Moreover, it would be very desirable to supplement the 

3D Monte Carlo intensity calculations with finite differ-

ence calculations, although this is a rather difficult task. 

As for the possibility of describing the long-term 

GCR variations with emulation of CIR effects in 2D 

models, or even in 3D models with longitude-

independent SW velocity and diffusion coefficients, this 

is still an open question. Doubts also arise over the pos-

sibility of using as observable parameters the quasi-tilt 

model of HCS calculated on the source surface near the 

Sun and the heliospheric characteristics, averaged over 

the solar rotation, measured in the vicinity of the Earth 

orbit, specifically the absolute radial HMF component. 

To emulate CIR effects, much more meaningful input 

parameters should be used. 

Some interesting conclusions can be drawn from the 

radial-latitudinal distribution of the longitude-averaged 

relative difference between the HMF strength, calculat-

ed in the MHD approximation, and that estimated with-

out considering the interaction between SW streams of 

different speed. As follows from the MHD simulation 

results, in the near-solar region (r<(3÷5) AU) the inter-

action between SW streams of different speed leads, on 

average, to HMF enhancement at all latitudes. In the 

outer region (   MHD

out3÷ 5 AU r r  ), the HMF strength 

due to this interaction weakens on average at low and 

high latitudes with some strengthening in narrow ranges 

of midlatitudes. 

If this effect — the weakening of the HMF strength in 

the middle heliosphere — is extended to the region exter-

nal to the MHD simulation domain (
MHD

out outr r r  ), it 

can be cautiously concluded that in many regions of such a 

heliosphere, modified by the interaction between SW 

streams of different velocity, the modulated GCR intensity 

may be higher than that without this modification. Note 

that this paradoxical conclusion fits well with the calcula-

tion results [Kopp et al., 2017; Guo, Florinski, 2014], alt-

hough these authors use heliospheric models to calculate 

the GCR intensity, without taking into account the CIR 

effect, which are very different from the model we apply. 

Thus, we attribute the effect of GCR modulation weaken-

ing with respect to CIRs, perhaps the most significant for 

long-term intensity variations, to a weakening of the HMF 

strength in the middle heliosphere due to the evolution of 

rarefied areas of CIRs. 

However, as can be seen from comparing the calcu-

lation results with observations, before making confi-

dent quantitative conclusions about the effect of the 

interaction between solar wind streams of different 

speed on heliospheric characteristics and GCR intensity, 

it is necessary to refine the procedures of both MHD 

simulation of heliospheric factors and GCR intensity 

calculations by the Monte Carlo method. Note also that 

in this paper we make use of the MHD simulation and 

MC calculation results on a rather rare sample from the 

original mesh on which the simulation was carried out. 

To make the results clearer (for example, to construct 

HMF lines, the position of the contact surface and shock 

waves, to build trajectories of GCR pseudoparticles), we 

should employ the entire initial mesh. Besides, some 

conclusions drawn from the simulation of heliospheric 

characteristics and GCR intensity may be specific to the 

Carrington rotation considered. To draw more reasona-

ble conclusions, it is necessary to examine the situation 

in other periods. It is also useful to analyze the results of 

simplified MHD simulations with simple boundary con-

ditions: the simplest shape of HCS, a given dependence 

of SW velocity on angular distance from HCS, etc. 

Finally, in order to understand the laws of formation 

and evolution of the corotating interaction regions of the 

solar wind and its related GCR intensity variations in 

the heliosphere in the solar cycle, it is necessary to fig-

ure out how these phenomena are related to the devel-

opment of both branches (poloidal and toroidal) of solar 

magnetic fields. 
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